LOWER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

*Written Communication (6 cr)
Engl 110C         FA SP SM        ____  ____
Engl 111C, 211C, 221C, 231C  FA SP SM  ____  ____

*Must be completed before declaring major. (Grade of "C" required)

Oral Communication (3 cr)
Comm 101R, 103R Or 112R  FA SP SM  ____  ____

Mathematics (3 cr)
Stat 130M (required)      FA SP SM  ____  ____

Information Literacy and Research (3 cr)
PHIL 290G, STEM 251G, HLTH 120G, IT 150G, CS 120G or CS 121G  FA SP SM  ____  ____

Language and Culture (0-12 cr)
(BS students' competence must be at the 102 level. BA student must have competence through the 202 level)

Human Creativity (3 cr)
Arth 121A, Arts 122A, Comm/Thea 270A, Music 264A, Thea 241A or Dance 185A  FA SP SM  ____  ____

Literature (3 cr)
Engl 112L, 114L or Flet 100L  FA SP SM  ____  ____

Philosophy and Ethics (3 cr)
Phil 110P, 120P, 140P, 230E, 250E, 303E, 344E, 345E, 355E or 442E  FA SP SM  ____  ____

Interpreting the Past (3 cr)
100H, 101H, 102H, 103H, 104H, 105H  FA SP SM  ____  ____

The Nature of Science (8 cr, hrs of natural science with labs.)
FA SP SM  ____  ____
FA SP SM  ____  ____

Impact of Technology (3 cr)
FA SP SM  ____  ____

Human Behavior (6-9 cr) BA students must complete I; BS complete I and II
I. PSYC 201S          FA SP SM  ____  ____
SOC 201S            FA SP SM  ____  ____

II. Human Behavior Course (3 cr)
FA SP Sm  ____  ____

*This curriculum sheet reflects the catalog changes from 2017 to current.

NAME:________________________  UIN#:________________
ADVISOR:______________________

DOUBLE MAJOR SOCIOLOGY/CRIMINAL JUSTICE

FOUNDATION COURSES (24 cr)
SOC 201 Introduction to Sociology (double counts)  FA SP SM  ____  ____
CRJS 215S Introduction to Criminology  FA SP SM  ____  ____
CRJS 222 Criminal Justice System  FA SP SM  ____  ____
CRJS 262 Law & the CJ System  FA SP SM  ____  ____
SOC 337 Research Methods  FA SP SM  ____  ____
SOC 409W Sociological Theory  FA SP SM  ____  ____
CRJS 426W Criminological Theory  FA SP SM  ____  ____
CRJS 436 Capstone Research Project  FA SP SM  ____  ____

STRAFICATION COURSES (3 cr)
SOC 320a Social Inequality; SOC 340U Sociology of Women; SOC 402 Child Welfare; SOC 323 Minority Families; SOC 426U Minority Groups; ANT 320U Gender in Cross-Cultural Perspective  FA SP SM  ____  ____

UPPER LEVEL LAW COMPONENT (3 cr)
CRJS 320 Law & Social Control; CRJS 448 Women, Sex Discrimination & the Law; CRJS 462 Substantive Criminal Law (or other approved course)  FA SP SM  ____  ____

CRIMINAL JUSTICE 300-400 LEVEL ELECTIVES (12 cr)
Any 300-400 level criminal justice course may satisfy the elective requirements. No more than six hours of internship may be included in CJ and Soc upper level electives
FA SP SM  ____  ____
FA SP SM  ____  ____
FA SP SM  ____  ____

SOCIOLOGY 300-400 LEVEL ELECTIVES (15 cr)
Any 300-400 level sociology course may satisfy the elective requirements. No more than six hours of internship total may be included in soc and CJ upper level electives
FA SP SM  ____  ____
FA SP SM  ____  ____
FA SP SM  ____  ____
FA SP SM  ____  ____
FA SP SM  ____  ____

CROSS LISTED 300-400 LEVEL ELECTIVES (6 cr)
Any of the following 316 Juvenile Delinquency, 403 Violence in the World of Children, 418 Crime, Society and the Media, 421 Deviant Behavior, 427 Violence Against Women, 441 Drugs and Society (and 395 as appropriate)
FA SP SM  ____  ____
Criminal Justice 300-400 Elective Courses:

Crjs 316  Juvenile Delinquency
Crjs 317  Correctional Institutions
Crjs 318  Probation, Parole and Community Based Corrections
Crjs 320  Law and Social Control
Crjs 323  Police in American Society
Crjs 325U  Women and Crime
Crjs 350  Victimology
Crjs 355  Crime and the Community
Crjs 367  Cooperative Education
Crjs 368  Internship
Crjs 369  Practicum
Crjs 395/396  Topics: (different each semester)
Crjs 401U/W  Understanding Violence
Crjs 403W  Violence in the World of Children
Crjs 410  Correctional Treatment
Crjs 415  Courtroom as a Social System
Crjs 416  The American Jury
Crjs 418W  Crime, Society and the Media
Crjs 421  Deviant Behavior
Crjs 423  Public Policy in Criminal Justice
Crjs 427U  Violence Against Women
Crjs 441  Drugs and Society
Crjs 448  Women, Sex Discrimination & the Law
Crjs 450  Blacks, Crime and Justice
Crjs 462  Substantive Criminal Law
Crjs 475  Criminal Justice Systems Around the World
Crjs 495/496  Topics: (different each semester)

Nature of Science: 8 hours
choose 2 sciences from list below; sequence not required. (Note: and links a lecture section with its required lab section.)

Biol 105N or 108N or 115N; Biol 106N or 109N or 116N or Biol 110N and 111N, or 112N and 113N, or 117N and 118N
Chem 105N and 106N or Chem 121N and 122N
Chem 107N and 108N or Chem 123N and 124N
Chem 137N and 138N
OEAS 106N; OEAS 108N; OEAS 110N or 111N; OEAS 112N
Phys 101N or 111N or 231N; Phys 102N or 112N or 232N;
Phys 103N; Phys 104N

Impact of Technology Requirement: 3 hours

Human Behavior Courses:
Aast 100S
Antr 110S
Comm 200S
Crjs 215S
Econ 200S, 201S, 202S
Fin 210S
Geog 100S, 101S
Pols 100S, 101S, 102S
Psyc 201S, 203S
Soc 201S
Wmst 201S

Requirements for graduation include a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.00 overall and in the major, 120 credit hours, passage of Writing Proficiency (ENG 110C and 111C and Writing Intensive course with C or better), and completion of the Senior Assessment.

A minor is not required with a double major.

*See Degree Works for complete course requirements.